HISTORIC

ARCHITECTURE

Representative Historic Rehabilitation Projects
We’ve developed niche expertise in the assessment, documentation, preservation, rehabilitation and expansion of historic buildings and
practice a sensitive approach to the repair, rehabilitation and expansion of these beloved community icons. We know what to look for in
the assessment and planning processes for historic properties, and are experienced with the documentation and treatment standards of
municipal, state and federal landmarks requirements.

Let us know how we can help you get your project started!
Washington

Oregon

TACOMA // 1250 Pacific Avenue, #700 // 253.627.5599

PORTLAND // 621 SW Morrison, #950 // 503.595.0270

SPOKANE // 421 W. Riverside Ave., #511 // 509.252.5080

BEND // 721 SW Industrial Way, #130 // 541.330.6506

www.blrb.com

LOYAL HEIGHTS
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

Historic Elementary School Rehabilitation & Addition
Work encompassed rehabilitation of the historic building’s interior and exterior, repurposing interior spaces, and the addition of 51,400 SF of new
learning and support space. Key challenges included the addition of new space almost one-and-one-half times the area of the historic school while
preserving outdoor space on a 2.8 acre site; provision of a contemporary learning environment while preserving interior and exterior landmarked
features; and the integration of meaningful sustainable elements into both historic and new construction
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Client

Scope

Completed

Project Cost

Building Area

# Students

Seattle Public Schools

Historic School Rehabilitation

2018

$38.4M

92,000 SF

660

GARFIELD

HIGH SCHOOL

Landmarked High School Rehabilitation & Addition
The design for this project included a comprehensive rehabilitation of the three-story 170,800 square foot historic structure, and complete interior
reorganization by grade level. Historic architectural interior features were salvaged and repurposed to preserve the school’s character; and the building
exterior was cleaned, repaired and restored, including the historic wood windows which were repaired or replicated as necessary to maintain the
building’s exterior historic integrity. A stand-alone contemporary 83,700 square foot addition was integrated into the small in-city site to support
Garfield’s performing arts and athletic programs.
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Client

Scope

Completed

Construction Cost

Building Area

# Students

Seattle Public Schools

Historic School Rehabilitation

2008

$82.5M

254,000 SF (total)

1,800

E.M. THOMPSON

BUILDING

Downtown District Historic Building
Our clients wanted to restore the exterior of this two-story downtown brick building, built circa 1916, back to prominance, while also revitalizing the
interior to accommodate a retail tenant on the first floor and office suites on the upper level. Using historic photographs of the building exterior taken
shortly after its construction, our team developed a design that honored its history and original exterior expression. Our service included historic and
as-built investigation and documentation, space planning, architectural, lighting and interior design, ADA survey and barrier removal planning and
management of the permitting process. We also helped our client achieve Energy Trust of Oregon grant incentive funding.
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Client

Scope

Completed

Construction Cost

Building Area

Undisclosed

Interior & Exterior Rehabilitation

2008

$250,000

3,260 SF

HAMILTON

MIDDLE SCHOOL

Landmarked Middle School Rehabilitation & Addition
The design encompassed a complete interior reorganization of a landmarked 1927 school and the integration of an architecturally complementary
addition to house the school’s gymnasium. The interior reorganization of space gave the design team the opportunity to increase room volumes and
infuse daylight throughout learning spaces and common areas. Exterior preservation work included tuck pointing, cleaning, sealing and repair of clay
masonry, cast stone repair and repair of the school’s historic wood windows.
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Client

Scope

Completed

Construction Cost

Building Area

# Students

Seattle Public Schools

Historic School Rehabilitation

2010

$47.7M

127,700 SF (total)

1,100

REDMOND

DEPOT

Adaptive Reuse of a Historic Property
This historic train depot was relocated by the City of Redmond, Oregon in 2003, placed on the city’s landmarks registry in 2015, and sold to a private
owner in 2017. Empty and unused for more than five years, we were engaged by the owner to rehabilitate the interior for office, public meeting, retail
and a museum space to be operated by the Greater Redmond Historical Society. The rehabilitation provided functional tenant spaces that now allows
for public use while respecting and preserving the building’s historic character.
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Client

Scope

Completed

Construction Cost

Building Area

Undisclosed

Rehabilitation & Adaptive Reuse

2019

$250,000

2,280 SF

WASHINGTON
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

Preserving & Expanding A Neighborhood Icon
A cherished icon in its North Tacoma community, Washington has served generations of students since opening its doors in 1906. A national, state and
municipal landmarked building, the interweaving of Washington’s rich architectural, educational and historic legacy served as the underpinning for
the thoughtful rehabilitation and expansion of this much loved neighborhood school. No longer limited to enclosed, segregated classrooms typical of
early 20th century school design, learning now happens everywhere at Washington Elementary School.
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Client

Scope

Completed

Construction Cost

Building Area

# Students

Tacoma Public Schools

Rehabilitation & Additions

2014

$24M

58,500 SF (total)

500

